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NEWSLETTER – November 2012 
 

It is already a month ago that I published my first of the new series Newsletter, did you enjoy it? Did it contain 
information, news and photos to your liking? Please let me know.  In response to my suggested “Letters to the 
Editor” section there has been no response so do not complain that you do not have an avenue to voice your 
concerns, ideas and suggestions. I have introduced a new topic which should appeal to all, a “Loco Review” 
section.  All of us have a favourite or new loco so please put pen to paper and tell us all about it. I have started 
the ball rolling by reviewing my new Britannia “Clive of India”. I love it and want to share my delight with you. 
During the past few weeks there has been some activity and planning as mentioned below.  

Report Backs 

Layout Visit to the Wilsons “Pine Valley Railways” Sunday 28th October. 
 
It was a fine Sunday morning so a good gang of model railway enthusiasts assembled at the home of Mike and 
Niel to see their fine SAR based layout. As it is a very busy Railway it was not obvious what additions had been 
made but my first impressions were more lighting in station yards, more scenery and control panels. All in all it is 
a great model railway that works and looks realistic. Niel is an electronics/software fundi and can record and 
download sounds into his loco decoders but also stationary decoders with amazing results; genuine garden and 
wild bird sounds, very effective and completely random occurrence, no fixed cycle.  Another benefit of a Digital 
Control is the movements and sounds of other “machinery” and animals on your layout.  How about doing one 
for me to simulate all the horses? 
 

 
 
The trains are realist as they look right and run at the slow pace of SAR; nothing rushing along as with European 
and British trains here, all very sedate. As can be seen from the photos there is much detail and scenic effects. 
 
 Notice the small wooden boxes and the facia board in front of the station, next to the Loconet panels? These 
are for housing the throttles, DT400, UT4 and similar; a great idea that takes all the hassle out of finding 



somewhere to hang them without spoiling their cables and generally getting in the way. I used to have metal 
ones that were discarded as they damaged my old analogue walk about controllers. Now in wood with lint 
lining!!!  Thanks Mike and Niel good idea.  
  
 

 
 
The photo above shows an example of the added control panels and the throttle boxes. This area has now been 
well lit for night operations; a very effective engine serving area. 
 
Below is an example of the new scenery that has been expertly fashioned and finished, complete with wild bird 
sounds.  A stunning modeller’s impression of Karoo - Three Sisters - Beaufort West area country side; well done 
guys, very impressive, especially with sounds of wild birds!  
 

 
 
To make a great layout visit the lady of the house put on a fine and delicious spread in the shade of the trees.  
Thanks again to the Wilson family for a most enjoyable and informative visit, may your layout continue to 
develop (out into the garden?).  
 
Next Layout Visit on Sunday 25th November to see Paul Jacksons growing logging Tall Trees Timber Railroad, 
see you there.  
 
Sunday Running 
The outcome of my enquiry to all members resulted in 4 replies indicating little interest with 2 suggesting one 
Sunday a month. So as poor attendance and lack of interest we will open the layout on the second Sunday of 
the month ONLY. 
 



  
What a way to spend a Sunday morning! A visit to a fine model railway layout followed by a snack of delicious 
goodies out in the garden with your buddies. 
 
Forthcoming Swap Meet 
On Saturday 15th December we are putting on our own swap meet at our Club room/shop. Ralph Davey is the 
organiser and is championing this event and so far we have Mark Trains, Craig’s Models, Jean Dulez with his 
DVDs, books and calendars and a couple of other tables displaying new and pre owned model railway items, so 
if you have any items to sell contact Ralph on 082  853 0076 or by e mail ralphdav@tiscali.co.za 
 
We need your support to either help or running our two layouts, DCC and analogue plus Noels home layout and 
the N gauge layouts, both of them!  
 
Invite to Lakeside Mall Festival 
The mall are putting on a series of events during the Christmas holidays mainly for the Children and we were 
invited to set up our model railway on the same day as our swap meet, all day. I took the opportunity to go and 
check them out with a view of locating our club to an empty shop or space there ( no luck) and to find out what 
they expected from us, but nothing suitable so have declined their offer. 

Maintenance Day, Saturday 17th November. 
This was a non event, as no one pitched up so very little was done on that day.  Only Bob Woodhead, Joop 
Slabbert and I were there so I managed to connect the fiddle yard onto the main station and Bob did some more 
refurbishing on his station. A new point has been installed on the inner main line.  The faulty electrical 
connection on Mikes Bridge was also re-soldered and since then has proved satisfactory. 

Letters to the Editor 
As I have not received any communication from the members there is nothing to add in this section. 

Forth Coming Events 
Attached is the latest edition of the EVENTS CALENDAR please note that it contains notice of forthcoming visits 
and operating days on our layouts. 



Loco Review. 
I have recently obtained from Hattons of Liverpool a brand new Hornby Britannia “Clive of India” with Loksound 
V4 sound decoder fitted. The sounds are fantastic and genuine; they were recorded from sister Britannia “Oliver 
Cromwell” that is preserved and in main line operating condition.  The model is full of detail and looks superb.  It 
is a heavy model weighing 380 grams and is the heaviest model of a British steam loco that I have come across. 
As the boiler is large I suspect that Hornby have not only put in a larger motor but the gearbox must have a 
higher ratio too. The result is excellent slow speed running, a realistic full throttle speed and a high drawbar 
tension. It is the only steam loco that I have that can pull 10 mainline bogie coaches round my layout including 
the 1 in 90 inclines with no sign of slip or speed reduction. 
 

 
 
The BR “Britannia” Pacific Class 7P6F 4-6-2 were built at Crewe works between 1951 and 1954, 55 engines 
being built. The locomotive weighed 94 tons and the tender type BR1 49 tons or type BR1D 54.5 tons. Design 
boiler pressure of 250 psi, 2 cylinders of 20” diameter and 28” stroke. At 85% boiler pressure a tractive effort of 
32,150 lbs was produced.  They were used in all regions of British Rail mainly on express passenger trains. The 
last to be withdrawn was 70013 “Oliver Cromwell” which is now preserved and is frequently used on mainline 
tourist trains.  

 
 

 



For Sale 
Noel Stoddard has decided to convert from Model railways to model cars so his vast collection of locomotives, 
coaches, freight wagons, buildings, train packs and DCC control systems are for sale. He and Rosette are 
currently making up a list of all items which we will publish in the Newsletter. Some items will be displayed at our 
swapmeet but if you want to get in first then give him a call on 083 526 4161 or Rosette at 
healthyway@telkomsa.net. 
 
 
Happy Modelling, 
Colin TT  082 8280665 / cttremaine@mweb.co.za  
 
 
 
Guess whose layout is this?  The hairy leg is a clue?  Read about it in the next Newsletter

 
 

 


